




COVINI ENGINEERING

The main prototypes so far built are the T44 Soleado (1978), a sportscar with 

4 wheel drive and and innovative bodyshell made with interchangeable panels, 

the T40 Summit (1986), a luxurious and elegant 2+2 coupe propelled by a 4 

litre engine with an experimental Overboost system, the B24 Sirio (1982), a 

barrier (188 mph). These prototypes have the peculiarity of being all propelled by 

the powerful diesel engines from VM Motori (from Cento, Ferrara).

Actually the company is developing the new COVINI C6W, a three axles super gt, 

that looks to active and passive safety without give up the performances.

Covini Engineering has alsso taken part in other important projects like the 

design and manufacture of the Dragon Fly ultralight 2 seater helicopter, and the 

supercar Chevrolet Callaway C7.



Each model will be uniquely designed and 

Covini is an exclusive brand aimed at exclusive 

people. Everything about Covini has prestige, polished 

elegance and an inspiring presence. A vitality and 

Driving a Covini can only be ef- fortless. 

Its 4 front wheels allow for smooth 

same time maximising performance

Its spirit of originality and innovation 

make it an excellent example of ingenious 

and inventive solutions to satisfy each 

and everyone of its exclusive customers.

EXCLUSIVE





Length 4,18 m Width 1,99 m Height 1,08 

middle front transaxle)

Front axle track 1,54 m Rear axle track 1,62 

and steel tubular frame

Rear longitudinal, with 8 V cylinders, 4 valves 

each cylinder, atmospheric fuel feeding, direct 

fuel injection Bosch Motronic at 4200 cm3. 

Produces 520 bhp. 

Alternatively, a V12 engine is also available 

producing 780bhp.

ENGINE WHEELS
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Suite B, 29 Harley Street London, W1G 9QR
E-mail: info@geniussportscar.com Website: www.geniussportscar.com


